Salt Pool
Jump System

We don’t mind
a little

Typhoon

Salt Pool
Rails

Cyclone™

HipHop™

We know pool builders and consumers alike enjoy the benefits of salt
chlorinator systems – that’s why we’ve designed a line of products that
perform well in salt pool environments. Our Salt Pool Friendly icon is
your visual assurance that the most durable and salt friendly materials
have been used in manufacturing.

TurboTwister™

With S.R.Smith you’ve got a trusted source for salt pool products.
To learn more visit www.saltfriendly.com

Flyte Deck II
Stand

heliX™

salt pools

got salt? get these!
salt pool jump stand
Resist corrosion with this new low-profile fiberglass backed
stand and composite spring assembly. Equipped with stainless
steel hardware this new stand is compatible with virtually all
existing S.R.Smith diving boards.
salt friendly jump stand with frontier III board
model

size

color

68-211-5962

6'

Radiant White

68-211-59610

6'

Taupe

68-211-59620

6'

Pewter Gray

68-211-5982

8'

Radiant White

68-211-59810

8'

Taupe

68-211-59820

8'

Pewter Gray

RADIANT WHITE
TAUPE
PEWTER GRAY

salt pool rails

Increased traction when wet.
No more slippery rails!

The stainless steel rails you’ve counted on for years are now
designed for salt pools. Our SealedSteel Salt Friendly* rails are
housed in a protective coating that virtually eliminates corrosion,
and stays cool to the touch, even in extreme temperatures.
model

description

DMS-100A

Deck Mounted Stair Rails (.049" Wall)

DMS-101A

Deck Mounted Stair Rails (.049" Wall)

DMS-102A

Deck Mounted Stair Rails (.049" Wall)

DMS-103A

Deck Mounted Stair Rails (.049” Wall)

3HR

3-Bend Stair Rail

F4H-102

Figure 4 Hand Rail (.049" Wall)–pair

VLLS-103E

3-Step Ladder

NOTE: Add -VW for Radiant White, -VG for Pewter Gray, -VT for Taupe
Part numbers include matching escutcheons

Sealing cap creates
full encapsulation
(shown pulled off)

StressLess Vinyl coating fully
encapsulates stainless steel
to lock out corrosion.

RADIANT WHITE
TAUPE
PEWTER GRAY

*SealedSteel cannot be used in spas and heated pools where
the water temperature exceeds 100 degrees F.

For best performance and enhanced corrosion resistance
use with the Universal Anchor System.
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